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New metallic laminates – profine expanding its colour programme
With four laminates sporting a brushed metal look, profine Group is
currently expanding its colour laminate programme for the 88 mm systems of the KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brands. Under the designation Metbrush the profiles of these systems have been available since
March in the colours Silver, Platinum, Quartz grey, and Anthracite
grey.
The particularly high quality appeal of the colours is made possible by
the latest laminate technology involving the application of metallic pigments in a multistage process. Moreover, the new Metbrush laminates
are produced in the high tech "cool colors". This innovative technology
reduces the heat absorbed by laminated profiles, enhancing their dimensional stability and weather resistance.
"With these metallic laminates we are continuing a trend that is now
being felt particularly by developers of high quality living accommodation. Together with the matching materials and colours in the window's
environment their particular visual appeal can serve to underline the
high quality of a building – with all of the classical advantages of PVCU windows to boot," explained Yvonne Di Loreto, Project Manager at
profine.
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The Metbrush programme contains profiles refined on one and both
sides. The customer can choose between metallic colours on the outside and neutral white on the inside or metallic colours on both the
inside and outside.
The new Metbrush laminates are available without additional charge
for the 88 mm systems with a delivery time of fifteen working days following receipt of the order. For all other systems, the Metbrush laminates are subject to conditions and delivery times available on request.
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Under the designation Metbrush the KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brand
profiles have been available since March in the colours Quartz grey, Platinum,
Anthracite grey, and Silver.

About profine:
profine GmbH - International Profile Group - is the world-wide leading manufacturer of plastic profiles for windows and doors as well as a notable supplier
of shutter solutions and PVC sheets. The company was established in 2003,
when HT TROPLAST consolidated its profile business activities (KBE, KÖMMERLING, TROCAL) under one roof.
profine has a total of 3,350 employees at 28 locations in 21 countries. Around
2,000 of these employees work in Germany.
The production sites are located in Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Russia,
Ukraine, the United States and China. The company headquarters is in Troisdorf (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany).
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